
The Case against THOMAS LOMAS of CHANNEL LIVESTOCK and  
 

Two FRENCH DRIVERS 
 

Monday 3rd February, day one 
 

Mr. Dennison opened the case for the prosecution by stating he had never had any dealings 
with Animal Transportation. He outlined the case for the prosecution namely that on 12th 
September 2012 
 
1. Channel Livestock, director /owner Thomas Lomas caused animals to be transported in 
an unfit vehicle and 
2. Caused unfit animals to be transported 
    And 
3. Two French drivers transported sheep in an unfit vehicle and 
4. Transported sheep deemed unfit to travel 
 
The two drivers are not to attend the court stating financial hardship so are to be tried in 
their absence. 
 
The Defence case is that the RSPCA and Jeremy Statersfield, vet called by the RSPCA, of 
Dover and Thanet District Council conspired to cause the incident so that would enable the 
council to ban the live export trade from Ramsgate port. 
 
A Mr. Mike Duck QC  is to defend Tom Lomas and he immediately states that 
he wants Gavin Grant and all paperwork from any meetings on Live Exports 
attended or called by the RSPCA to be brought to the court. 
The District Judge, Mr Justin Barron, who is to decide the case refused this 
request on the grounds he was to try the events of that day and not turn his 
court into a political playing field to try the rights and wrongs of the Live 
Export Trade. 
 
The Case for the Prosecution 
The first witness called is Miss Caroline Doe, RSPCA inspector attending 
Ramsgate port on the day in question. 
 
She has been with the RSPCA for 5 years and up to that time had attended 20+ sailings at 
Ramsgate port in an advisory position as Animal Health are the competent authority. She 
had no powers and could only advise and point out. 
On the day AH were to inspect 2 out of the 7 vehicles expected and she would try to look at 
the other vehicles. 
AH pick the ones to inspect on a risk basis or if a vehicle has been issued with a statutory 
notice before. The vehicle in question was one of the two as it had been given a statutory 
notice on its last visit to Ramsgate. She noticed there seemed to be a stocking density 
problem on the vehicle in question and one of the AH inspectors noticed a leg sticking out 
on top tier. 
Noticed that several animals could get their legs in between the floor of the tiers and the 
outer skin of the vehicle. AH Climbed ladder and checked leg sticking out which he felt was 
broken. AH inspector pushed several other limbs back into the vehicle but others kept 
coming out.  



Caz noticed an animal on bottom tier with non weight bearing leg and AH realised tiers of 
vehicle not set up properly so a gap allowing animals legs to fall through was evident. It 
was a 4 tier vehicle but only 3 tiers were being used. AH asked for stocking density to be 
checked and decided the vehicle could not sail on Joline so Joline sailed. 
Drivers could not speak English so difficulty in communication. Told the animal on top tier 
had to be removed to euthanize. Driver could not get onto lorry to remove so tried to pull 
animal through slats with its ears. 
Gap not big enough and great discomfort caused to animal. AH (Animal Health Inspector) 
and Caz shouted at him to stop. 
3 AH inspectors there held a discussion and decided to unload and CAZ called Jeremy 
Statersfield, local vet, for assistance. AH wanted to move vehicle to a local facility to 
unload but difference of opinion as Caz thought this would cause more injuries to animals. 
AH spoke to port and they found area to unload. 
CAZ now showed video and pointed out more lame animals coming off the vehicle, 2 with 
broken legs, one blind and many others lame. 
AH vets arrived, animals examined and 41 identified as unfit to carry on and to be 
slaughtered out of site of other animals. AH vet John Pollick asked Caz to use her bolt gun 
and slaughter animals. They carry firearms in case of injured wildlife being found. RSPCA 
policy is that only the licensed owner to use the gun, no one else. Vets had not brought their 
guns. Slaughter took about one hour and she left eventually at 8pm. 
 
Defence QC Mr Duck cross examined. 
Trying to make out the RSPCA forced Animal Health into unloading backed by Jeremy 
Statersfield the vet called by RSPCA and known to be anti live exports. 
Peter Z had offered to shoot animal on top tier but Caz Doe answered she had objected as 
RSPCA policy is to cause as little distress to the animals as possible and this would distress 
other animals on top tier causing panic amongst them. 
Caz again accused of forcing AH to unload to get to this injured animal by phoning her 
Chief Inspector who phoned AH. 
AH called AHVLA vets who checked animals with Statersfield. They arrived at about 2pm 
and picked out 41 animals that could go no further. 
Moving fit animals in two loads was suggested by AH to local facility. Tried to reload but 
once again floor noticed to be incorrect and legs falling through the one tier tried. Duck 
tried to say RSPCA blocked AH getting another vehicle. Caz said she knew nothing of this. 
Trying constantly to discredit Statersfield and blame whole incident on Caz Doe and 
RSPCA for unloading thus bringing other injured animals to light. 
She reiterated AH picked unloading area and she had nothing to do with inspecting this 
area. Duck said floor unsuitable as area of gravel behind the front concrete area was 
unsuitable. You accessed this gravelled area by two passageways, one down either side of 
the walled concrete front u shaped area. 
Caz Doe arrived at this area after lorry had been backed up to the front area and 
unloading had started. 
After she had arrived she heard animals had fallen down a drain at back of the area in the 
gravel area. She went to help with the RSPCA issued grabs and rescued 4 animals, 2 were 
alive 2 had drowned. She understood another animal was found in drain 48 hours later. 
AHVLA vets had arrived at 2pm when animals had been on this area for 2 hours and 
nearly 4 hours by the time inspection completed so lameness could have been caused by 
RSPCA forcing AH to unload on this unsuitable area. Miss Doe denied this, said she had no 
part in picking area and agreed with unloading as no other way to get to injured original 
animals. She never inspected area and had no power to force AH to act in the way they did. 
She only showed concern for the animals; journey plans nothing to do with her, RSPCA 



care for the animals, they have nothing to do with WATO (Welfare of Animals in Transit 
Order) legislation, nothing to do with trade. 
AH had been responsible for checking density via their office in Dover and they said too 
many animals on 3 tiers, enough for 4 tiers. 
Tried constantly to make Caz Doe admit responsibility for whole incident and make her 
say it was a conspiracy between her, Statersfield and Thanet District Council. Would not 
be brow beaten. Stated she would not let anyone other than herself use bolt gun. 
Slaughter done in right hand passage leading from back gravel area to front and this is 
also how injuries were assessed before slaughter. AHVLA vet Mike Dennison examined 
each animal and then passed down passage to Jeremy Statersfield who also examined and 
between them they decided what had to be done. 
When all injured animals had been identified then they were slaughtered in same passage 
with Dennison catching and passing to Statersfield who held the animal while Caz Doe 
bolted and then Tina Nash pithed and the animal was then passed to AH inspector Stroud 
and vet Pollick to check was dead before heaving the body onto the growing pile in 
concrete area. All went down at first bolt 3 had to be rebolted to make sure they were dead. 
No animal showed any sign of recovery after first bolt. 
 
Tina Nash RSPCA inspector was then called on Tuesday morning. 
She agreed with everything said by Miss Doe and time line stated. She denied it was a 
conspiracy and stated that Caz Doe was only concerned with the welfare of the animals 
and how much pain they were in. 
She confirmed she was involved in the slaughter process and also confirmed that Caz Doe 
and the RSPCA had no hand in choosing the site the animals were unloaded into despite 
Mr. Duck arguing that it was all the RSPCA’s fault. 
(From day one after the event the NFU certain newspapers, the Countryside 
Alliance etc have argued that the RSPCA were totally at fault. Frank Langrish 
the NFU spokesperson for the South East has also constantly said it was 
caused by the RSPCA. They are against the RSPCA because of the court case 
the RSPCA won against the Heythrop hunt, Cameron’s hunt, in the December 
of 2012 and have been using this incident at Ramsgate to discredit the RSPCA. 
The charity has been unable to defend itself because they had to wait for the 
evidence to be shown at this court case. We know they don’t always get 
everything right but we assure you that in these two incidents they were 
totally on the ball. Anyone to doubt this should see the video taken on the day 
showing the lame animals, the broken legs caused by the set up of the tiers of 
the lorry and the foot rot with lesions showing puss coming out of them. That 
doesn’t happen on a journey from Northamptonshire. We were in court and 
saw the video all the way through.) Ian and Yvonne Birchall. 
 
Next Kirsty Thorpe Animal Health inspector for 19 years 
When questioned by Mr Denison for the prosecution she agreed with everything said by 
previous witnesses and declared she had no problem with RSPCA. 
 
Mr Duck then started his cross examination and he was handed a 15 page document that 
had been compiled after the day by the three AH inspectors present. Decided he needed 
time to study this document so adjourned till next day. 
February 5th Wednesday 
Mz Thorpe stated when questioned that RSPCA inspector Mz Doe was intimidating and it 
was not a happy union. They have no statutory power unless with the permission of the 



drivers and AH have to work within the legislation. Thanet District Council had invited the 
RSPCA into the port 
She affirmed she had worked with Jeremy Statersfield before and was unaware of his 
views on live exports. 
She contacted Trevor Head of Lydden Court Farm to see if there was accommodation at his 
farm for the animals. Peter Z was asked to dispatch injured animal on top tier. She was 
aware of demonstrators outside port trying to stop vehicles. She wanted to unload at 
Head’s but Caz challenged her position. Mz Thorpe said it was a short distance but Caz not 
happy and she called Paul Stilgoe, RSPCA Chief inspector in South East and he backed Caz 
saying he was not happy because of fear of further damage to animals could be caused by 
gaps in flooring of transporter. 
RSPCA wanted to go to Head’s to watch unloading. She had known Peter Z all her years at 
AHVLA and was content for him to euthanise animal identified with broken leg. She didn’t 
see driver trying to get animal off by ears. 
She wasn’t happy with Z euthanising animal on vehicle. Decided to get another vehicle to 
pass animals across to so that injured animals could be removed. 
Caz asked her aggressively if she was to prosecute drivers because if not she would. 
She said they had been served Statutory Notice. Caz asked if trading standards had been 
contacted and she said she was gathering evidence. Contacted Trading Standards because 
of Caz’s attitude, she felt under pressure. She would never have unloaded at port but there 
was implied legal pressure from RSPCA. She asked port officials for a shed, none available, 
steam cleaning area suggested. 
She walked area with Mrs Stroud, other AH inspector. RSPCA not involved in this. Did not 
feel concern over area found, did not see covered drain, it was shingled over. Agreed it 
could have caused lameness. 
Jeremy Statersfield arrived having been called by RSPCA, 11.45am, present before 
offloading. A number of lame sheep identifie3d , decided to call AHVLA vets but they took 2 
hours to arrive. 
Contacted Trading Standards to come and bring an interpreter. 
Stuart Garlinge back at Dover office called to get another vehicle but none available at 
time. Tried to reload but legs still coming down sides of one tier being used. 
TS arrived at 1.15am and plan decided to move in 2 tiers. Was informed that sheep had 
fallen down a drain at the back of the area by Mrs Stroud, Caz rushed to get catch poles to 
rescue the animals. 
Was asked if press could come in but refused as did not want her inspectors filmed. 
Councillors Poole and Fenner were there and asked why no press. 
Vets examined animals and she left as they started to slaughter thee animals. 
Asked about amount of blood and she was told botched job by other inspectors. Gave her 
contact number to Peter Z as he left hoping to get protesters to disperse. Z not happy and 
would not do slaughtering. Time limit given for replacement vehicle or all animals would 
be slaughtered. Lomas rang her and asked for more time at 8pm. She was annoyed Z had 
given him her number. 
She said she was shocked when she photos with all the blood. Prosecutor explained to her 
the explanation for the blood, pithing slaughter used which causes a hole in the heads from 
which a certain amount of blood comes. Had to pith to prevent any animal recovering 
from bolting which can happen. 
She wanted to use vehicle in 2 loads and Statersfield had agreed but AH vets over rode this 
suggestion saying the vehicle could not be used at all. 
Number 2 AH inspector Chris Elvin, been with AHVLA since 2007. 
Had done 5 inspections with RSPCA but only one with Caz and no problem with her. Tina 
the other RSPCA inspector OK but quieter than Caz who was more assertive. 



All questions to go through Kirsty. RSPCA had no problem with this. Vehicle arrived and 
saw leg sticking out which does happen but not often. Drivers were French so unable to 
communicate but they managed to push leg back in. He thought it looked over stocked. 
Identified a leg trapped on top tier between floor and outer shell of vehicle. Took Photos, 
called drivers who produced a crow bar to free the leg. Called Kirsty to have a look and 
allowed Caz to have a look. 
Told Kirsty middle tier over stocked and one animal with broken leg, whole vehicle looked 
over full. Decided to euthanise one with broken leg. Contacted Peter Z who finished 
paperwork on ship and came back to the vehicle to carry out slaughter. Has witnessed this 
at least 3 times before, usual procedure to remove from lorry to euthanise. No door on side 
of lorry so animal would have to be passed through tier, not happy with this. Driver got 
hold of it by its ears and tried to pull through slats. Caz and he shouted at the driver to stop 
as sheep was too big to pass through slats. Couldn’t get to top tier as floating tier had been 
incorrectly set so impossible to get animal off without unloading. 
Z wanted to go onto vehicle to euthanise but not room so would have to euthanise through 
slats. Caz objected to this so Kirsty tried to get another vehicle to cross load. None seemed 
available so Kirsty asked for a shed. 
Again none available at moment and only for two hours when one became available. 
Kirsty and port manager went looking for another shed or area to unload. 
Identified wash area. Statersfield arrived, knew him and had used him at Dover port on 
other occasions. 
Moved vehicle to wash area, did not check as already checked by his colleagues. 
Present at unloading with Statersfield, RSPCA inspectors and his trainee vet, Mrs Stroud, 
Mz Thorpe, port staff and two drivers. Saw lame animals but not alarmed as seen lame 
animals before. One with broken leg and another badly injured euthanised then saw other 
animals needing veterinary treatment as badly lame. 
Separated them from other animals and told Kirsty. She called AHVLA vets. Kirsty, Stroud 
and Statersfield tried to reload fit animals but it became evident not possible because a gap 
that could cause fit animals to become injured became apparent. It was discussed using top 
tier and floor of vehicle and doing two loads to emergency facility. AH vets and Statersfield 
discussed this plan and decided no good. Told animals had fallen down drain. RSPCA went 
to help. Three vets decided to unload altogether and not use vehicle at all. 
He found many more animals lame and told vets who examined and decided which for 
treatment and ones for slaughter. 
He could not see slaughter but could hear Statersfield giving instructions and thought he 
heard Statersfield tell Caz to shoot an animal again and her reply was that she had shot 
that one three times. 
 
Jeremy Statersfield veterinary officer called by RSPCA from Dover.  He 
corroborated Caz’s statement from the time he arrived at Ramsgate, approx 11.45am, after 
the RSPCA asked him to attend. He has worked for RSPCA and AHVLA in port. He had met 
Caz before and some of the AHVLA officers including Kirsty. He identified the sheep on top 
tier as having a broken leg. He realised there was no way to get to the animal to euthanise 
on vehicle and impossible to get animal off. He noticed other animals he thought injured 
and legs popping in and out of slats through a gap in flooring and outer skin. 
He agreed to cross loading if another vehicle could be found. He did not want vehicle 
moved because he felt more injuries would occur because of problem with lorry.  
He watched lorry unload but had nothing to do with choice of area. He identified a number 
of animals lame as they came off lorry. He pulled out the animal from the top tier with 
broken leg and another from lower tier who also had a bad leg injury. These were 
euthanised at front of lorry as the back was facing the unloading area. He, with AHVLA 



vet Mike Dennison, examined all injured animals and decided on course of action over each 
animal. They agreed 38 animals could go no further and must be euthanised at the port; 
three could go and receive veterinary treatment. 
He had no bolt gun with him and neither had Mike Dennison or the other AHVLA vet John 
Pollick so Mr Pollick asked Caz to do the bolting as they all knew the RSPCA inspectors 
carry a bolt gun and are professionally trained to use it. They are not allowed to let anyone 
else use their licensed gun. She agreed so Mike Dennison caught each animal, passed it to 
him who held it while Caz bolted it and Tina Nash pithed it. No animal recovered after first 
bolt but 3 were bolted twice when they still showed signs of heart beat and respiratory 
movement. The dead animals were passed to John Pollick who examined to make sure they 
were dead and then they were thrown into a pile at the back of the concrete area. Certain 
amount of blood caused by the holes in their heads and the action of throwing caused it to 
scatter. The three that could have been treated were offered to the exporters and they said 
it wasn’t worth the effort so these were euthanised with the others. I left after we had 
finished euthanising all the injured animals after 6pm. 
 
Thursday February 6th, Jeremy Statersfield the vet to be x examined by Mr 
Duck 
Although he is a qualified LVI chooses not to sign export certificates. Why! Because it is an 
area he does not with to work in. He has known Caz for a number of years. Yes. 
He was party to the report on Ramsgate port collated by the RSPCA prior to the 12th. Yes.  
Trying to make out he wasn’t impartial. 
He did a statement to High Court when the exporters sought to lift ban. Timeline on 
examining sheep and who asked him to examine from Trading Standards (Mark Rolfe). 
He asked if approached could he speak to press as press were ringing his office. 
Asked if he noticed atmosphere between Caz and AH. Told Peter Z was willing to despatch 
injured animal on top tier on vehicle, did he agree. No. 
Trying to ensure animal was despatched immediately in hindsight would he have done on 
lorry. No 
Referring to film showing not checking all time at point of unloading. What did he do to 
find injured sheep as not looking properly as they came off? Accused of giving an 
inaccurate statement. His priority should have been injured animals and to decide whether 
to euthanise. 
Accused him of conversing and filming instead of killing them. 
He answered he wanted to establish why needed killing but accused of delaying thus 
causing more suffering and told Peter Z would have done it immediately. 
Duck persisted, why wait, you knew it couldn’t weight bear, no future for animal. Jeremy 
answered he needed to be able to answer to other people on his decision. Trying to work 
out whether in pain. Judge told Duck to move on. 
He agreed facilities not suitable. AH told him they were to unload in wash area. 
He walked it on request of AH, what did he think about gravel for lameness and pain, 
surely could cause lameness. 
Accused him of deliberately making them lame. He denied this but agreed the area could 
have increased the problem but they were making the best of a bad job. Feels it unlikely 
they could cause joint damage on wood in area or in channels down side of passages which 
ran down side of concrete area. He reiterated he did not believe, from experience, the 
damage was caused in area. 
The drainage cover was secure but a flock of sheep could dislodge it. He did not consider 
the environment so hostile for sheep. 



When Dennison and Pollock arrived he had penned about 30 sheep. They agreed that they 
should not be transported as partially weight bearing as lameness or other injury 
problems would increase during transport. 
Duck insisted they could have been transported to Trevor Head’s at Lydden Court Farm 
but the law says do not transport under these circumstances. 
Duck insisted he could not say whether in pain and only a post mortem could tell. 
He said when asked that he did not know about 3rd sheep found in drain 48hours later. 
He with AH tried to re load lorry but noticed gaps, however he did not say lorry unfit that 
was AH vets. 
He agreed dispatch of animals took place in right hand channel down side of concrete area. 
Dennison, Statersfield and Caz dispatched, Tina pithed. 
He had concern about one animal that seemed to continue to breath so had to be re shot 
just to make sure. No animal was shot 3 times. 
He saw the photos when asked to make statement. Did he think blood loss significant? Felt 
the blood on walls was caused by throwing them into a pile post mortem. Looked like 
pumped blood but he believed they were all dead when thrown  
He stated lastly that he believed the vast majority of the injuries happened on the lorry, he 
did not see any injuries caused in area penned. 
 
Mike Dennison, Animal Health vet 
Been a vet for 32 years and been an Animal Health vet since 1997 
Knew John Pollock the other AH vet but he had never met Jeremy Statersfield. 
When he arrived about 2pm was asked to look at lorry and access. He found gap could put 
his fist in without touching sides, he demonstrated with clenched fist, so animals could get 
legs trapped. Usually safe but odd animals can get legs trapped but he had never seen such 
a large gap and tried to explain to drivers it was not suitable. 
Spoke to Statersfield and they looked at area together. Decided it was OK in an emergency. 
He was concerned about houses overlooking harbour, not good for any length of time. He 
worked with Statersfield sorting out lame sheep and decided all needed looking at as he 
saw more lame ones. 
After sorting out all animals he considered lame he examined each animal thoroughly and 
passed his opinion on each Mrs Stroud wrote down his findings and wrote down numbers, 
first flock number then individual number. He passed each animal to Statersfield to check 
again to confirm his findings. 
All injuries sustained on lorry marked with an L, others could have happened before or 
after transportation marked with an X. 38 animals unfit for further transportation. Three 
found could travel short distance for treatment, 41 in all. 
Once two vets have said unfit can’t change mind even couldn’t transport to Head’s for 
slaughter. 
17 injured that day, asked what to do with them and he said can’t move them so must be 
slaughtered. 
He asked RSPCA inspectors to use their captive bolt. 
Pollock had been liaising with DEFRA and confirmed had to be killed. He was content with 
RSPCA doing killing and asked Peter Z if he wanted 3 back to be treated. Z said not much 
point couldn’t be bothered. 
High charged captive bolt used so causes more brain damage so more blood. He left about 
7.30pm. 
Duck to x examine 
He said lot of mess was he concerned with Caz shooting animals, did he ask to do it as an 
unusual event. No he did not have bolt gun with him. 
He was content with RSPCA it was a workable situation. 



Duck going on about one sheep having to be re-pithed, how many times did this happen, 
what about one animal shot three times? 
He did not see any animal shot three times, three had to be reshot to make sure but none 
recovered after first bolt. 
Two AH vets present usual procedure at a large incident. Pollock there first and he didn’t 
know how long this had been going on. 
Duck told him Peter Z had offered to shoot on lorry first one spotted so surely this should 
have been done. Dennison answered only if practical but usually done off vehicle.Would 
not agree area had exacerbated injuries said maybe for humans but sheep evolve on rough 
ground. 
He was asked about concrete gully but said it was not a gully just a slope, he did not think 
animals were moving fast enough they weren’t being chased. No he did not agree they 
were being injured by the gully. 
He was asked why Caz walked amongst them to disturb them when already injured and 
identified for slaughter. They were very dejected and lamer than when they came off lorry. 
He did not agree. 
On film looked at foot root one with puss this common and is treatable but should not be 
transported. 
Very unlikely they could cause the injuries in the alleyway. 
Should there have been post-mortem check to confirm findings. No need 2 vets had 
confirmed. 
Duck insisted opportunity lost to do post-mortem. Dennison insisted no need for post 
mortem 
Small Ifor Williams’s trailer arrived but animals unfit to transport, 3 could be but 
exporters not interested in 3. 
No problem with lorry but not set up properly. He never saw it as a four tier. He wasn’t 
party to discussions on configuration of lorry. 
He insisted two Animal Health vets and one independent vet made the same diagnosis and 
the decision not to transport was made by the AH vets. 
 
Friday 7th February John Pollock Animal Health Vet. 
At time of incident had been a vet for 32 years. When he received the call he was in Surrey. 
He arrived just after 2pm and spoke to Kirsty Thorpe.  
He knew Statersfield but not socially. He went to inspect vehicle and immediately saw a leg 
stuck out between floating deck and outer skin. Could see deck was arranged so animal 
could get leg stuck and possibly even outside vehicle. He went to speak to drivers as he 
could speak French.. One did most of talking, other just standing around area. As a result 
of what driver said he climbed up side and found there was a problem with gap leading to 
leg getting stuck and going round a roundabout leg could remain while body leaned other 
way. The driver said he had had trouble with this on other journeys but was not in a 
position to resolve it. It had happened before! He put his hand through and was 
satisfied there was clearly enough room for leg to get stuck on both tiers on one side. It was 
a 4 tier vehicle with only 3 tiers in use. 
Only floor of vehicle suitable to use. Mike Dennison had checked as well. He and other 2 
vets came to conclusion there was a design fault with vehicle when configurated like this as 
floor was level with open vents, this was not usual. 
Passed his views to Kirsty and Peter Z who contacted Lomas.. He had met Lomas before as 
he was a prominent exporter of sheep 15 years before. 
Lomas didn’t agree, vehicle approved in country of registration and he said it was AH 
responsibility for sheep. After initial protest Lomas then agreed it was his responsibility 
after a fairly long conversation. This conversation was fairly heated as vet was trying to 



make Lomas agree as he was best person to find a resolution. Tried to find suitable 
transport, long periods of discussion of what to do and Lomas suggested they were taken 
to Charing for slaughter and human consumption. This was about 35 miles and Pollock 
considered this too far for condition of sheep. 
At this point some sheep were unloaded but he didn’t carry out examination as Statersfield 
and Dennison were already examining them. The rest of sheep were then unloaded. He 
spent his time trying to find suitable place where fit sheep could stay but he didn’t take part 
in examination. He told Peter Z 3 could be transported a short distance for treatment but 
he said not worthwhile. 
Trevor Head arrived with small trailer but it was decided not to bother. 
Lots of discussions about finding a vehicle for uninjured sheep but not found till 5.30pm. 
AH changed shift and new ones brought hay and started looking after fit sheep. Pollock 
then became involved in catching sheep to be slaughtered. 
Dead sheep collected and taken to be incinerated. They had made a corridor to kill them in 
prior to removal. The fit animals could then move around but it started to rain heavily and 
as they were shorn they began to suffer from cold as it seemed to be taking a long time for 
new vehicle to arrive. It arrived at 1am and he watched whole process of loading. 
He was not involved in sorting out unfit animals and he saw non unfit when finally 
loading, an RSPCA inspector watched with him. 
Mr Duck to x examine 
Did RSPCA or you inspect new vehicle before loading. No. 
What time did you arrive? About 2pm and didn’t know how long they had been there. No 
one told him what had happened before but knew an injured sheep had started it off. He 
refused to give3 an opinion on first incident. He couldn’t see a reason for Z not to bolt on 
vehicle. He did not consider wood or channels in unloading area hazardous; he never 
noticed the channels and didn’t think they would cause injury. Judge told Duck to move on. 
Did he think there should have been a post-mortem? No. Would he have suggested a post 
mortem? No. Do sheep limp because of pain? Yes 
He didn’t talk to Lomas about euthanised sheep and wasn’t aware of standby vehicle. He 
put phone down on Lomas as the conversation was getting heated and getting nowhere. 
He is confident he understood enough French from drivers but what they said did not alter 
his decisions. He would not agree vehicle was suitable for sheep on 2 tiers. He never saw 
slaughter process and never heard about shooting 3 times. 
Just hearsay! He would not expect Statersfield to act in any way other than professionally 
even though he doesn’t agree with trade. 
Pollock arranged for disposal. 
 
Mr Cooke vet from Northamptonshire 
He had an email to inspect animals at Foxhall farm prior to day of examination. 
He worked for the veterinary practise nominated by Lomas, just a routine practise and is 
still being used by Lomas. He left the practise in the November after incident. Lomas paid 
for inspection. The sheep were rams 6months old. 
Cooke is authorised to say animals can be exported and fills in the journey plan which is 
sent to DEFRA. After authorisation number can be adjusted!! 
They were to leave via Ramsgate at 8.30am. All the paperwork was sent to him on the 11th. 
Lomas arranged for him to go to Foxhall farm at 7.00pm on the 11th. 
This was the 1st time he had done inspections for export for slaughter and the last he just 
does breeders now in Herefordshire. 
Lomas’s lady partner met him and her assistants. Sheep in pen in barn and they ran past 
him in a fairly constant stream. It was an earth and stone floor and they were about 4/5 
feet away. He was happy with lighting so able to spot any sheep with anything wrong and 



pull out for closer examination. Happy he saw all sheep and not some twice. He said it took 
about 45minutes per batch. He had a drover helping him and Lomas arrived about half 
way through first batch. He only had small talk with Lomas and Lomas stayed till end. He 
found 11 animals not fir to travel. Lomas told him number of sheep and batch numbers. 
When he pulled them out he recorded individual sheep numbers which he recorded in note 
book. He did not see them go on vehicle. They were mixed breeds approx 34 kilos and all 
details were transferred to official document later. The sheep pulled out were put in 
separate pen to be treated and cared for. Not to be transported till better. He finished 
between 9.30 and 10pm. 
He said 13 from first load, 11 from second load and 5 from third load, 3 transporters. He 
inspected vehicles. He left journey plans with Lomas who would give them to drivers to 
accompany sheep. He didn’t know who sheep belong to, probably Lomas. He understands 
tags are for tracing animals back. 
He signed for checking loading but did not see loading only checked for fitness to load. He 
believed he pulled out all unfit ones. 
Ho did 17 animals appear at Ramsgate with foot rot. 
I don’t know, they all could weight bear. 
 
Mr Duck to x examine 
Cooke’s statements were taken over phone then e mailed to him and signed. He found there 
was a discrepancy between Foxhall and Ramsgate. Duck asked if anyone had told him they 
had been unloaded onto rough stone into an area with gully’s (The gravel had now 
changed to rough stone!!) Is it possible they could have injured themselves unloading 
and reloading as this is very stressful? 
Yes all can contribute to injuries. He is now shown film and agrees it is a possibility. He 
knew nothing of this when he did his statements. He was at Foxhall approx 3 hours and 
Lomas was only there for about 2 of those hours. Lomas did not influence his views. He 
passed 609 animals out of 620 on this batch but only 548 loaded on this lorry. Certain 
papers are taken to practise for storage. He could not guess weight of sheep and he thought 
he saw all sheep. 
He felt as long as handled calmly they should be able to cope with gully. 
(This vet was young, he brought his wife with him for support and seemed 
very nervous. He had obviously had an uncomfortable time as this was the 
first time he had examined export animals for slaughter and the last, so he 
obviously did not like what he did. We think it very telling that when he found 
out what had happened he left the practise, in the November, and moved to 
Herefordshire, as far away from Kettering as possible and now he only does 
breeding animals). 
 
Mrs Joan Stroud Animal Health vet 
She had met Caz, RSPCA inspector before, concerning puppies being imported. 
All questions were to be directed at Kirsty Thorpe and her job was to look at paperwork. 
When lorries arrived she introduced herself to drivers and asked for documents, logs, 
certificates of approval. She spoke to both drivers and all their paperwork was OK. 
She saw stocking density was of concern and a leg was trapped on top deck. It was told not 
to load on Joline. She was told to serve notice on sheep with trapped limb and she had to 
work out stocking density, how much room each animal needed. 
Phoned Dover office to work out correct density, she said 4 tiers and measurements of 
trailer, number of animals and size which she got from documents. She then realised that 
only 3 tiers were in use so rang back and told Dover office. They now realised there was 
105 sheep over correct amount. 



She informed Kirsty, the senior officer, of over capacity. There was a priority for sheep 
with broken leg. 
Could see driver trying to remove sheep and told to stop by Chris and Caz. Asked driver if 
any other access and he showed only way was to lower deck which would squash sheep 
underneath. She and Chris spoke to Peter Z who had agreed to slaughter sheep on ground 
nearby. Told him we couldn’t get it off so suggested he could go on vehicle. It was a 
possibility at that point but Caz said not the thing to do in front of other sheep but she had 
no power to stop us. 
Spoke with Kirsty and Chris, we needed another vehicle to cross load onto to get at injured 
sheep and Peter Z walked away as this wasn’t discussed with him. They wanted to do a 
back to back load hence the bottom becomes the top tier etc.  
No vehicle came so I spoke to UK border agency if we could use inspection shed but they 
could only do 2 hour time slot between 1 and 2pm which we decided not long enough. Shed 
out of question so we met Port Manager, Kirsty and I, to find another area. I found wash 
area and we walked it to ensure secure and large enough to hold animals. We checked for 
hazards, nothing immediately obvious, there was concrete at front, gravel on sides and 
back. Not ideal but secure under circumstances, no problems on sides. The drain at the 
back we never noticed. The general feeling was not ideal but would hold sheep. Went to 
driver and explained sheep to be unloaded and walked with him to area to be used. Lorry 
backed into area. Statersfield arrived 11.45am with a student vet. 
I was in secure area when sheep began to be unloaded, watching animals and spraying 
lame ones. Two with damaged legs, one from top tier and another, were slaughtered at 
front of vehicle by Peter Z. 
All sheep unloaded then sent behind 3 sided bay and then filtered down sides to be 
inspected. Any not happy with Statersfield had it sprayed then tried to reload. Swan neck 
loaded then top deck then returned to other animals. Found an animal stuck in drain and 
pulled it out. Found another beneath it and called to Statersfield to help as not strong 
enough to pull it out. Then saw more called RSPCA and they used grabs to get 4 more out, 
2 alive and 2 had drowned. Couldn’t see any more but Statersfield said needed to deal with 
live ones. I then recorded ear tag numbers and injuries of injured animals relayed to me by 
Mr Dennison. I too looked at numbers as well as him calling them out. The animals were 
then passed to Statersfield who then allowed the animals to move to check if any other 
injuries which when called out she recorded. 
41 animals picked out, 38 to be slaughtered, 3 fit to travel short distance for treatment. 
Head told to transport them to local slaughterhouse, decided to have them slaughtered 
there. 
We used one of the passageways. I caught at back with Dennison, passed to Statersfield for 
bolting. I was concentrating on catching animals and didn’t hear anything said by 
Statersfield or Caz. 
There is a discrepancy on one ear tag number which is correct? My notes are correct. 
 
Monday 10th February Duck to X examine Stroud. 
Asked about August 29th when this trailer received a Statutory Notice for lack of head 
room. I was not there! 
She agreed Caz Doe was very strong in her views. She agreed Peter Z could have 
euthanised on lorry first animal spotted but Caz Doe objected and she was not aware of 
trying to mark one on lower deck. 
She heard of two e mails from Lomas to Animal Welfare in transport Office Reply that they 
had spoken to AHVLA and they had made a decision. 
Answer 2 from Andrea Pollock in Carlisle-she had been unable to contact AH at port as 
busy dealing with incident. 



Lomas replied this is a 4 tier capable of carrying 640 shorn lambs but is at 3 tiers carrying 
548 shorn lambs. 
She had contacted Dover Office because over stocking was borderline. They decided over 
stocked. 
He asked her were they talked out of their actions by RSPCA via Caz Doe. Yes 
This was against previous evidence from 3 vets and Kirsty!!!! 
She knew Kirsty had contacted Cresswell-intention to destroy injured sheep and move to 
facility to unload and inspect. Doe demanded they speak to Paul Stilgoe about reasonable 
action to take but RSPCA objected and exerted pressure. 
Peter Z offered to euthanise on lorry but RSPCA and Doe objected forcefully. 
Decided on wash area but agreed in ideal world not suitable due to ‘stoned’ area at back. 
She said she didn’t remember concrete channels. 
Examination satisfied her it could contain sheep. Statersfield arrived called by RSPCA. 
Offloading took place about 12noon, she was there with Caz spraying sheep. 
Her role was to identify lame or injured sheep. Kirsty told her to look for lameness, 
roaming in area for about 2 hours. She started taking notes from Dennison about 3.45pm. 
She spotted sheep in drain, pulled first one out grabbing in any way she could. Not strong 
enough to pull others out.  
She was given job to write down injuries and only wrote down details from Statersfield if 
Dennison agreed. Notes in order as they were taken into side channel and if vet thought 
done on transporter etc. 
She helped hold animal if it was lively for vet to examine. Took down ear tag numbers, 
flock number and individual number, doesn’t remember if they were electronic. A number 
found to be euthanised so she helped coral sheep with Chris and then passed to Statersfield. 
She has been an officer for 10 years, didn’t see slaughter and was not aware one carried on 
breathing; heard one animal had been stunned more than once. 
Nicola Clarke arrived with Stuart Garlinge., heard discussion one animal had to be 
stunned 3 times by Caz. Asked to refresh certain points 
Reloading she checked swan neck top tier and lower deck all OK and thought this was to 
happen, could have moved lorry in that configuration she thought. 
Did not see drain when she, with Kirsty, examined area. 
She was not present when Chris gave notice re head room on 29th August. 
She was told number of ear tags by Dennison and looked at most herself. 
 
Caroline Elliott- Trading Standards 
She has been with Trading Standards for 33 years. On day Kirsty contacted her at office 
with concerns about animal transporter, over stocked and at least one with broken leg on 
board. There were Concerns about construction showing gaps. Kirsty said she was going 
to use local facility. RSPCA present and were not happy with animals being slaughtered on 
vehicle in front of other animals. Told Kirsty TS would come if needed and spoke to her 
officers to put things in place, drivers were French so would need an interpreter. Kirsty 
rang again with plan to off load in port and identify injured sheep, to reconfigure lorry, to 
reload and send back. 
3 Trading Standards officers left Ashford, Mark Rolfe in separate car but arrived together. 
Caz was dealing with drain hole incident. She was outside area sheep contained in looking 
at side view of lorry. There were sheep on the vehicle and she spoke to Kirsty. RSPCA not 
happy to move lorry and she spoke to Statersfield who had been called by RSPCA. She wss 
happy to speak to him until AHVLA vets arrived; they were on route and spoke to them 
when they arrived. While she was there legs kept being poked out of gaps, this happened a 
number of times while she was stood there. The legs seemed to be getting trapped against 
outer skin and drivers RSPCA and Ah kept freeing them 



Went round other side and saw it happen at least once at that side, fewer amounts 
probably as she was not at that side long. 
Spoke to Dennison and Pollock; she had never met them before. 
Pollock spoke in French to drivers who were trying to reconfigure lorry. Interpreter spoke 
to drivers, older one did most of talking via interpreter. 
Tried to establish identity, one 26 other 56, refused to give identities. 
Refused to be interviewed unless they spoke to ‘boss’, they didn’t want to get blame in case 
they said something wrong. Been doing this a year with no problems (this trailer had 
only been through Ramsgate 3 times and on second time was given statutory 
notice). Driver said she could call his boss for potential welfare breeches and WATO 
irregularities but he still refused. 
Police called and arrived in uniform, arrested them because they wouldn’t give identities. 
All the driver said is he wanted to move lorry and eat as they hadn’t eaten for 24 hours. 
Police explained they wanted to interview them but he insisted his boss answer questions 
but boss in France and he didn’t want to answer questions. PC Plant said he had no choice 
but to arrest them and they answered ‘just a driver and felt answering questions would 
incriminate him’. Police said it was just to investigate incident. The drivers then turned and 
walked away so were arrested. 
She saw 2 sheep with broken legs and she recorded ear tag numbers, flock number 
0209127/ individual numbers 23713 and 23558. 
The drivers had to be interviewed so Jeremy Kennett TS followed the drivers to police 
station to do this.  
On 13th September she was back on duty when Statersfield called her asking if he was 
allowed to speak to press. He was advised only to speak about suitability of port not about 
events of 12th and he would have to give a statement 
Ray Goodfellow called and asked if they could release video to press said no but she would 
like to see footage. Had copy but her IT failed so didn’t see it. 
 
Mr Duck to X examine 
She was asked about phone calls from RSPCA, she said she was aware of publicity but 
didn’t want anything prejudicial to be released. Asked about contact with AH, said Kirsty 
contacted her at 10.40am to tell her of proceedings 
Wanted to talk to local Equine place and she said RSPCA were there and protesters. Asked 
for police if they had to attend because of protesters She affirmed she arrived at 1.15pm 
with Mark Rolfe. Statersfield told her he had been called by RSPCA. She knew Statersfield 
was LV Licensed but did not do Live Exports. He was an expert witness on Live Exports but 
did she know both him and RSPCA were against the trade so did she regard him as an 
independent vet. She said she knew AHVLA vets were to attend so not a problem. She was 
present at interview with John Pollock and AH and was happy to transport short distance. 
Driver said he had been doing this for a year with no problems. 
She left at 3.45pm with Mark Rolfe. She said she could not be specific how many on each 
tier but several and she had no knowledge of electronic ear tags. 
 
Angela King Animal Health Officer from Dover Office 
In the office on day and was contacted to work out stocking density. Worked out for 4 tiers 
and told that there were 548 animals on board. Looked at table to work out it right area 
for shorn sheep. Appeared OK for 4 tiers, taking into account journey time and weather 
conditions. She then found out it was 3 tiers so had to recalculate and decided they were 
105 animals over stocked. 
 
 



Duck to X examine 
Details are 0.3 meters per animal over 26 kilos, no one told her how many came off each 
tier. She agreed if lambs were smaller could have less room.  
The calculation is done for a minimum amount of room. 
 
Gail Ramp Animal Health Officer 
Assisted with writing report, made a mistake writing down one number, human error, and 
3rd animal from drain no number. Asked where did info come from she said she didn’t 
know. 
Then there were statements read out for people not there 
Jeremy Charles Kennett Trading Standards - He was in office and told by Mrs 
Elliott about transporter at Ramsgate. Spoke to Kirsty and organised an interpreter. Went 
with Mrs Elliott to port, did photos and spoke with Mark Rolfe. Drivers were 
uncooperative and had to be arrested.  He went to interview them. They were cautioned, 1st 
driver said they had used 3 tiers not 4 tiers as week before not enough head room when 4 
tiers used. They set up lorry and stopped once and all was well, but saw leg caught said it 
often happened even on other vehicles. When he got out of lorry at Ramsgate legs were 
already caught but not unusual. Saw reload of lorry and realised sheep were getting legs 
caught. He said boss knew but hadn’t done anything about it. They were only sheep, 
once on plate no one cared where they came from or how treated. 
2nd driver said about the same but said it was just an accident and accidents do 
happen, they were all well at loading, except one which was limping so rejected. 
He was asked if this had happened before, he denied and said it must have happened 5 
minutes before they arrive3d at port. They were taken back to Ramsgate. 
Kennett said they were to return on the 23rd September but Lomas informed him the drivers 
had sought legal advice and would not return. Lomas would attend any ‘enquiry’. Trading 
Standards were willing to talk to Lomas but under caution. 
Lomas then sent a letter to Kennett stating he would not come for interview. 
 
Mr Kennett supplied statement from PC Plant arresting officer 
PC Plant confirmed he had arrested drivers and confirmed he had been present at 
interviews. 
Statement from Nicola Clarke AH officer 
She went to port 6.10pm and monitored sheep until 1am when Onderwater arrived with 
Peter Z and replacement lorry. 
Vet Moss’s statement head of practise in Northamptonshire 
Went to Foxhall farm in November to certify sheep for exports and on this occasion used 
electronic identification system. He did not check all ear tags. 
Anne Nicholson AH 
Ascertained Channel Livestock were approved ear tag manufacturers. This authorisation 
has been removed but no confirmation if equipment had been destroyed. (Still 
authorised up to 4 months ago) 
 
Duck-The summons says caused on 12th September sheep to be transported in a way that 
caused suffering as it was an unsafe environment but we feel no evidence given for this 
charge. 
Judge 
I am satisfied you didn’t know that the vehicle would cause injury, no evidence given by 
prosecution. I.e. wilfully load knowing the transporter was faulty but I must decide 
whether you and the drivers are in some way to blame-this includes ear tags. 
I will adjourn to look at the legal liability-do case reviews and we will reconvene tomorrow 



Tuesday 11th February 
The legal arguments begin Mr Dennison, prosecutor, pointing out sheep injured on lorry as 
confirmed by Mr Statersfield and Mr Dennison, vet, and a submission by Mr Cooke, vet, 
which mirrors Mrs Stroud’s notes and Mr Dennison’s diagnosis. 
Two sheep were put down before AHVLA vets arrived. 
Produces a document of sheep identification with ones Mr Cooke rejected marked in 
yellow. 
 
Mr Duck 
Let’s look at charges: - I wish to go for Abuse of Process 
Prosecution are trying to confirm injuries happened on truck. Two experts, Dennison and 
Statersfield but there is some disagreement about injuries. Animal on top deck injured on 
transporter no dispute but we can dispute other sheep so can only prove one animal. 
Crown can only use that animal, injuries of other animals could have been caused anytime, 
not forced to have been on truck. Post Mortems were never carried out so can not prove 
what injuries were. Should have had post mortems as everyone new there was a chance of 
repercussions and criminal allegations could be made. 
As Mr Lomas is being accused of causing those injuries a post mortem was needed. 
Allegations have serious consequences so they needed confirmation of injuries as some who 
gave evidence had own interests because against the trade. 
Evidence in notes and observations, photo evidence shows sheep walking good enough to 
transport except for a few exceptions. Can not prove 41 sheep were injured at unload. 
The accused had been prevented from making a fair and independent assessment as 
Statersfield is not independent. What is there to prove they were injured on lorry as film 
does not prove they were injured on lorry as they were unloaded into unsuitable area with 
hazards. How can the court say there is evidence supporting responsibility? 
The sheep were herded and were obviously uncomfortable and some fell down gully and 
drain. The blind sheep found had difference of diagnosis, conjunctivitis or blue eye. It was 
walking satisfactorily but by 4pm it had trauma to joint obviously caused at Ramsgate. 
There were a limited number of shoulder injuries and at least 4 could be caused by falling 
down drain or gully. 
Judge: - how could a post mortem tell when injuries occurred. 
Duck: - Could tell 12, 16 or 4 hours before, no one intended animals to be injured but 
contingency plans could have been used. Everything done was because of antipathy to 
trade. 
Judge: - It’s KCC and not TDC and RSPCA who have brought the case. 
Duck: - But KCC relied on others for investigation who were not independent. 
Dennison: - Looking at other cases bad faith was not relevant as one sheep was injured on 
lorry before unloading so abuse of process should be dropped. It has to be a fair trial but 
there is a fair amount of credible evidence to proceed with case. In case being referred to 
only one man was witness in this case there were 3 vets, 3 AH inspectors and 2 in office, 
videos and photos. The AHVLA vets used had vast experience and there is no challenge to 
their expertise. The idea they can’t have a fair trial without bodies is preposterous. Both Mr 
Statersfield and Mr Dennison did a triage examination for assessing injuries and they 
agreed animals were unfit. Mrs Stroud wrote down Statersfield’s alterations to Dennison’s 
first diagnosis and they confirmed foot rot between them. There was no dispute between 
vets and there was plenty of opportunity to disagree but none taken. The court can see 
injuries on video, hear from 3 vets and hear from a vet paid by Lomas if necessary. 
Duck: - How can I challenge vets when Statersfield is against trade and Dennison works 
for AHVLA, Lomas never had chance for independent vet, paid by him, to check evidence. 
A fair trial has to be fair on both sides and can’t be without carcasses. 



Judge: - After consideration I find the application for Abuse of Process fails.  
 
Duck: -Lomas not aware of anything wrong with trailer so not cut and dry. 
Judge: - I agree no evidence to show he knew. Referring to WATO article 5 2005 and 9 
2006, 1 and 3. Same rule but the word guarantee used in 3 unnecessary suffering if act or 
fail to act, knew his action could cause suffering. Transported in conditions guaranteed not 
to cause injuries. 
Law not clear, Animal Welfare Act says not to cause suffering and does not say guarantee 
If not apparent then not responsible, it is a serious offence but no clear indication on 
culpability. Withdrawing unnecessary suffering there is a get out clause but the 
ramifications are serious so must be sure. 
The charge that he caused does not apply because he was not aware and we must use 
common sense. 
Duck: - Glad he is using common sense. Crown can not overcome hurdle of evidence not 
provided that he was aware. 
5 sheep-eartags. No evidence provided how ear tags work, Cooke had no notes on 
identification and no proof who caused them to be transported when not fit. The tags have 
been destroyed so no evidence hence unreliable. 
Dennison: - Refers to Animal Welfare act 1981 page 1 which deals with Health, Welfare 
and Diseases. 
Section 1: - Deals with powers given for movement of animals and section 73 Guilty if you 
ignore a minister’s order. This is a strict liability offence and is very clear. 
We also have WATO, Welfare of Animals in Transit Order, 2006/7 Person who fails to 
provide details of general condition of animals is guilty. 
Regulation 1/05 Protection of animals in transit 
Chapter 1 States how regulations are applied 
Article 2 gives various definitions- it defines assembly centres and states person in charge 
of or handling animals on a permanent basis, i.e. Lomas and Channel Livestock, are 
keepers of animals. 
Article 3. No person can transport animals or cause them to be transported in a way to 
cause them injury in addition to the animals being fir for journey. Being aware is not in 
wording. 
Article 8. Keepers of Animals, Licensee at place of departure is liable to make sure these 
articles are met. 
Article 9.  Everyone who has contact must follow rules 
Page 21, Annex 1, Chapter 1, Paragraph 1 
No Animals to be transported in conditions guaranteed to cause them injury. 
Example : - If you transport animals on a trailer that has a hazard and they come off 
injured then you are liable under act because you could not guarantee they would not be 
injured and the trailer in question could not be guaranteed. 
Large number of witnesses saw legs sticking out or down between skins. 
Evidence given that this position of limbs could cause injuries, 3 vets and others observed 
this problem. If you have a sheep with leg trapped on a moving vehicle for 100 miles or 
more, round roundabouts, uphill down dale, stopping at traffic lights etc you are 
guaranteeing this will cause injuries. It does not say you should be aware of that it just 
says you must not carry them if you can not guarantee their safety. 
Section 4 of Animal Welfare Act gives rise to Chapter 1, Annex 1, and Paragraph 1. 
Going back to Section 73, this points out strict liability of person in charge or person who 
has caused the breach. 
And then there is the word guarantee, to allow to be transported in conditions etc……. 



The animals are certified by vet Cooke and Mr Lomas there for most of time. Pen of 
animals certified as fit and put together. Just because vet has said fit this is just a snapshot 
in time as the loading was not done immediately. Ones not fit to travel must not be 
transported and ones waiting could have become unfit in hours up to point of loading and 
leaving premises. What if another lorry backed into pen? It was guaranteed and now can 
not be guaranteed. 
Dennison then moved on to the sheep to arrive at Ramsgate that had been declared unfit. 
Cooke examined 620 sheep pulled out 11 as unfit. There as an official to certify these 
animals fit and he does not do so. 11 are simply not fit to travel as assessed by him. None of 
these should have been in that transporter that day and should have been kept for 30 days 
before being reassessed; they should not travel until November. If they should be on this 
transporter then this is an offence. There is a challenge as to whether they were on the 
lorry. There is uncontradicted evidence Cooke wrote numbers down accurately and 
correctly. 
They say they couldn’t have been culled in September as going out in November. 
Cooke checked numbers-no challenge to this-no challenge to vet Dennison that he sorted 
them out correctly-no challenge to Mrs Stroud that she checked them and her evidence that 
she looked at most ear tags. No challenge to vet Statersfield that he misread or 
misrecorded numbers. A mistake on one number but he says no mistake just an error 
occurred when someone back in office miscopied number next day on one ear tag. 
In September the sheep had consecutive numbers, were 6 months old and weren’t castrated 
So you must accept that in November they are now 4 months old and castrated. INVASIVE 
SURGERY!!!?? 609 animals had consecutive numbers, had survived and bought at same 
place and all kept together. This supports staff at Ramsgate. 
Setting aside difference in age and castration, miscalling out of numbers either they all got 
it right or they all got it wrong and Mrs Stroud looking at 5 of the numbers in question or 
not, which would be remarkable  and Mr Statersfield also misses these numbers. 
1st sheep to be examined number tallied. If it doesn’t tally you would have to say Mr. 
Dennison called out incorrectly, Mr Stroud didn’t look and Mr Statersfield also called out 
incorrectly. Improbable. Whole chapter of errors being made by professionals who are 
aware things might be challenged in the future. Very Unlikely!!!! 
Is there evidence where court can convict? Whether it will is another matter!!! 
Case law brought in, case of Eurostar transporting a dog from Paris to London. 
Transport of animals comes under certain trade laws, in the public interest that animals 
are transported in such a way guaranteed not to cause injury so strict liability comes into 
play. WATO supersedes British law and this gives strict liability and there is a case to 
answer at this point on every charge.  The drivers are not here and they were aware of 
problems but refused to attend. Court adjourned for judge to examine law rulings. 
 
Wednesday 12th February 
Judge Barron to make judgement 
I could acquit on charges one and three-not decided yet, but on charges two and four there 
is sufficient evidence. I have to decide issue- this is not east issue and someone will not be 
happy. 
One sheep was seriously injured caused by the incorrect configuration –either to high 
design fault. There is no evidence Channel Livestock knew that lorry was defective. This 
could go to High Courts so must be careful how I judge this. 
Animal Health act Article 5-9 about the keeper who fails to comply with act. 
Article 8: No person shall transport or cause to be transported in a way to cause injury 
Annex 1: Technical details: - 
No animal shall be transported in a way that can not guarantee their safety 



This depends on Mensria-mental intention to commit an act………..only higher courts can 
decide on this. Mensria is an essential part of any case but can be set aside in certain 
circumstances. Case from 1985……. 
On charges 1 and 3 
Being the keeper you failed as keeper of animals to ensure animals can be guaranteed a 
safe transportation. This matter is an issue of considerable public concern; this is in 
Europe as well as UK thus the 2005 act, WATO. It imposes strong liability and because of 
public concern I find a case to answer. 
 
At this point the judge asked Lomas if he would like to consult with his legal 
team and we adjourned till after lunch. 
 
After resumption the defendants through their legal team asked to change their plea on 
charges 1 and 3. 
Lomas had to stand first and then the two charges were put to him to which he pleaded 
guilty on both charges. 
 
Madalina, as the sole director of Channel Livestock had to stand and both charges 1 and 3 
were read out to her and she too pleaded guilty on both counts. 
Charges 2 and 4 were put on to statute books to be used in the future if the defendant was 
charged again with offences against the animals. As charges 1 and 3 carried the higher 
sentences the crown rested on this. 
Case adjourned till next day. 
 
 Thursday 13th February-sentencing 
Much argument then ensued about number of sheep injured on lorry with Duck insisted 
only 2 could be proved. Dennison did not accept this and a long wrangle ensued.  He 
pointed out that he had not had any evidence from Mr. Lomas that he had indeed checked 
all aspects to ensure they were safe. 
Duck pointed out that AH had only stopped the vehicle previously because of head room 
and had not seen any gaps on that occasion and Lomas said it was only the middle deck 
that was faulty 
It was pointed out that the first animal to be seen was on top deck. 
Duck argued there had been 800 of these vehicles sold so this one must be faulty. 
He also argued that Mr Lomas had contingency plans but they were not used and that 
stocking density was only borderline. He also insisted that the unsuitable area unloaded 
into caused the injuries other than two seen at unloading. 
Judge said there was no evidence others were fit for transport and taking away Mr 
Statersfield ‘s evidence Mr Dennison had concluded more than two animals were injured 
on lorry. 
He insisted that he needed a submission in writing on multiple animals or he would 
continue the case and there was an adjournment for 20 minutes to decide this. 
Duck said they would not stand in way of double figures, just. 
Dennison again argued as they believed at least 25 had been injured on vehicle, The ones 
with foot rot were included in the charges that were to go on statute books. 
Judge decided it would be difficult to prove exactly how many but a multiple of animals 
had to be the basis for the plea.  
Finally the judge ruled that unless the defendants would accept multiple animals then 
the trial would have to continue. 
Duck said they wanted to come to an agreement. They adjourned to decide what to do. 
 



As they reconvened Dennison said on basis of plea the defendants enter guilty to multiple 
injuries a minimum of 16. Impossible to quantify number, multiple were injured is enough 
to go to sentence. 
 Duck: -This case has attracted public and press interest and could have been avoided 
because this could have been resolved by using contingency plans. Everyone accepts the 
sheep in the top tier should have been euthanised on vehicle and then removed and TDC 
and RSPCA ere intent on stopping this trade. 
RSPCA had said it would take a massive welfare issue to stop this trade. 
RSPCA to blame for whole incident and used it to stop trade. 
An opportunity presented itself to demonstrate lack of facilities at Ramsgate and was used 
to stop trade. The slaughter was inefficient and cruel in itself and people should recognise 
who caused suffering for a number of hours at Ramsgate. 
Whether strong views are held or not this is a legal trade and demonstrates how you have 
to be very vigilant if you are doing something for many years unless standards slip. 
Culpability needs to be accessed. Next day TDC suspended the trade so this was used as an 
excuse to stop a trade they had tried to stop for over a year. 
The Judge after listening to this tirade asked for Lomas’s circumstances so he 
could pass sentence as he had made up his mind Lomas was guilty. KAALE 
knows this is not the first time he has caused suffering to animals and in the 
past has been jailed for offences. 
 
Duck then pleaded for strained circumstances, doesn’t make vast sums in this business etc. 
Hard working man now retired!! Costs of prosecuting drivers. Trying very hard to reduce 
costs to be imposed as he says might not have a way to pay. 
Still trading but future implications of this case needs to be taken into account. 
Break for lunch 
Judge Barron to impose sentences 
Background 
1. Caused them to be transported in an unsafe way 518/2006 Article 3 2005 and AH act 
1981 
2. as keepers failed to transport them in a vehicle that you failed to guarantee them no 
injury Article 9/2006 
Abuse of process – no post-mortem, but I did not accept KCC had any bad faith and was 
trying to stop trade. 
Drivers had reconfigured trailer to cover concerns over lack of head room on 29th August. 
I just focus on day not an enquiry on decisions made. 
AHVLA decided the trailer was not suitable so could not be used for further transportation 
I accept Mr Lomas was not aware of defects with trailer but the offence is serious. 
I have to consider harm to the animals. Many injuries caused by getting limbs trapped. 
Defence did send a contingency vehicle, Trevor Head, but people in authority said the 
animals could not travel further without causing suffering. 
There is no evidence the defendants knew it would cause harm but they had culpability, it 
was their duty to ensure they had no chance of being injured. 
I sentence Mr Lomas to 6 months on each count suspended for two years and £5,000 costs. 
I can not jail a company so I sentence it to a £4,000 fine and £10,000 costs 
Lomas received legal aid for bhis QC and solicitors and has been given time to pay over 
twelve months. 
The Drivers 
They are proved guilty of causing suffering to the animals. 
The findings are same as sentencing remarks. They were responsible and have strict 
liability. They are ordered to attend Folkestone court 2pm on 17th March. 


